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Flip up scope covers for nikon prostaff 3-9x40

Einige Word-Funktionen können in Google Docs nicht angeleigt werden und werden bei Änderungen entferntDetails anzeigenLetzte Änderungen anzeigen Butler Creek Flip-Open Eyepiece Scope Cover by Butler Creek Optics, Mounts, Rails and Sights If targeting the firearm, post about it here. 02-11-2013, 08:46 I need a life! Join Date: June 2010 Location:
Busy Vespuchia Posts: 10,441 iTrader: 26 / 100% Issue sizing Butler Creek flip-ups to Prostaff 3-9x40 I have a Nikon Prostaff 3-9x40 BDC scope. The eyepiece outside the diameter is 39.3/1.55, this fits BC 10/11 1.516-1.550 38.5-39.4. The problem is the objective diameter. Mine is 47.3/1.86. The BC chart has only these listed. There's a gap where my size
should be. What can I do? Thank. Lens Lens Objective 25/26/27 1,800-1.840 45.7-46.7 Lens Objective 28/29 1.890-1.919 48.0-48.7 _________________,2100%, Ballot box, jury box, cartridge box (one at midnight) 02-11-2013, 8:51 Senior Member Join Date: July 2009 Location: Pacifica, CA Posts: 2425 iTrader: 0/ 0% Get the next highest and line it if it
slips on the lens with glued into rubber tape or a layer of rubberized tape to get a comfortable fit. 02-11-2013, 09:00 Calguns Addict Join Date: May 2010 Location: Denair, As Posts: 8,353 iTrader: 13 / 100% If this is for a BG hunting rifle do yourself a favor and just don't use flip up caps. Sooner or later, they will cost you an animal by not being able to get off
a quick shot. I've seen this happen, so it's not BS. It may also be the only animal shooting on an expensive guided hunt like what happened to a friend of mine. For BG hunting the K.I.S.S. theory is the best. The same goes for domains that have 17 adjustments that need to be made before they can shoot. Also, you don't need the hubble space scope for
hunting BG. _________________ A 30cal will reach and touch them. A 50cal will kick them in the ass. NRA Life Member, NRA Certified RSO &amp; Basic Pistol Instructor, Hunter, Shooter, SCI Reloader, Manteca Sportsmen Club, Coalinga Rifle Club, Esscale Sportsmans Club &amp; NAHA Member, Madison Society Member 02-12-2013, 12:00 Senior
Member Join Date: Jul 2009 Location: Pacifica, CA Posts: 2,425 iTrader: 0/ 0% Quote: Originally Posted by Divernhunter If this is for a BG hunting rifle do yourself a favor and simply don't use flip caps up. Sooner or later, they will cost you an animal by not being able to get off a quick shot. I've seen this happen, so it's not BS. It can also be Animal shoot on
an expensive guided hunt like what happened to a friend of mine. For BG hunting the K.I.S.S. theory is the best. The same goes for domains that have 17 adjustments that need to be made before they can shoot. Also, you don't need the hubble space scope for BG hunting. Watched a friend lose a nice dollar he scared the cover that way, had a nice
broadside kick when dollar dollar for a moment, he picked up the rifle, realized that the lids were on, by the time he activated his flip-ups, buck was over the ridge and he was gone. 02-12-2013, 10:56 Calguns is my Facebook! CGN Contributor Join Date: August 2011 Location: SF Bay Area Posts: 2409 iTrader: 60 / 100% If you happen to decide on getting
caps ... I have the same scope in the rimfire edtion. I think I went smaller, but I need to check it out later. LGS said I can return them for the biggest, but I kept it. _________________ Laws and common sense is all up to interpretation for us humans... and guess what? People suck. Onegtalon... too many hobbies man !... HDF, CGN / CGF member 02-12-
2013, 09:14 Made in the USA CGN Contributor - Lifetime Join Date: Feb 2011 Location: Free in AZ!!! yes, it's worth the pain to make it happen! Posts: 12,655 iTrader: 51 / 100% are you measuring with micro meter or calipers? If so, you might be a little off... The Nikkon website shows the outer diameter lens is 50mm and the outer eye diameter is 44mm: BC
#30 or #31 for the lens and #19 for the eyes... or if you don't mind not having the button to flip open, use obj #21 or #23 for the eye piece. ___________________ Quote: Originally posted by MachineGuntongue Music is Magic – Wisdom is Gold – Learning to navigate life better as I age is amazing and a choice. Quote: Originally posted by Epaphroditus She
only has as much power as you do. Quote: Originally posted by LBDamned I know some things about a lot of things – and a lot of things about some things – but I don't know everything about anything Quote: Originally Posted by WartHog GET OFF CACTUS MY! ----------------------------- POWER RIGHT! ----------------------------- « Previous Thread | Next
Thread » Publishing Rules You can't post new threads You can't post replies You can't post attachments You can't edit messages HTML code is off All times are GMT -8. Now it's 2:02. May 11, 2012 222 16 Muncie I just got a new Savage Arms 16 Trophy Hunter XP in 0.308. It came with a Nikon scope that is 3-9x40 BDC. This is my first scope and I need to
get some lens covers. I can't seem to find out exactly what the scope model is, so it's making it hard to know what cover I need to get. Does anyone have this gun or does anyone know what cover I need? Thank! If it's Nikon Prostaff 3-9x40, use Butler Creek 19 and Butler Creek 31 Feb 2, 2014 39 6 Southern IN I like Butler Creek flip up caps (covers). You
should be able to measure or ask for help if ordering from bass pro/cabelas/GM etc. much more than bikini covers in my opinion. May 11, 2012 222 16 Muncie Thanks for the answers. I think I'd like to flip up the caps better. Please enable cookies are not currently enabled in your browser, and for this reason the functionality our website will be severely
restricted. Web browser-based cookies allow us to customize our website for you, save items from your cart, and provide you with a great experience when shopping OpticsPlanet. Your privacy is important to us. If you can't activate cookies in your browser, please contact us - we're always here to help! JavaScript is blocked by AdBlocker or ScriptBlocker
Sorry – it seems that some elements of OpticsPlanet are disabled by AdBlocker. Unfortunately, we are unable to offer our excellent shopping experience without JavaScript. Please add opticsplanet.com and to the whitelist, or disable AdBlocker for this site (please note that we have no annoying ads on this site). Thank! by Randolph, from FL, United States
Asked on May 1, 2018 Scope for cosplay blaster 3 pinshape Model dimensions: - length - 171 mm - height - 49 mm - width - 44 mm Model consists of parts: front lens, rear lens, front scope, middle side scope, scope support, rear side scope, scope ring 1, ring scope 2, top scope insertion. Enter.
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